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Conceptualization: Government Space as Innovation System
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Insights from representation: 1) Three “development” loops – technology, system, science – which have 
mismatched time constants and interact through complex feedback, perturbed by the political climate. 2) 

Guidance/Planning is necessarily based on estimates and projections

Def’n: Innovation is the process through which the technological state-of-the-art (as defined by the user) 
changes over time. This can equivalently involve: a) generating a wholly new capability; b) improving an existing capability; 

or c) reducing the resources required to achieve an existing capability (e.g., making the system cheaper or lighter)
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“choosing what technology to develop next is like reading tea leaves; most of 
the time the need is gone by the time the capability is mature” 

– Goddard Technologist

Understanding the nature and implications of the basic vs. directed S&T tradeoff requires a 
systems perspective, integrating both a representation of the formal institutional mechanisms 

and the informal “innovation pathways,” studied over decades.

Funding 
Challenges 
resolved by 
Champion

Initial Observations
– This innovation pathway (from scientific result to being baselined for a 

flight project) took 30+ years. 
• Eventual mission had not yet been conceived at time of initial QWIPs proposals. 

• Yet, The technologist was able to recognize the generic applicability to Earth 
Observation 20 years in advance of the specific need.

• Concept of basic vs. directed dipole needs finer gradation.

– The NASA innovation system provides funding buckets to support various 
types of R&D, but the pathways between them are informal and variable. 
• Need to understand why particular paths are taken at different times (DDF to 
ESTO should be similar to SBIR Phase II to III, this case did both with diff. effects)

• Role of the Champion critical in this instance.

QWIPS  
for EO?

Motivation (1): Space Market Creates Strategic Innovation Tradeoffs

Models for Understanding Innovation
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Space Sector Market Structure

> Innovation happens most efficiently when the innovator 
profits from his effort.

> “Who will profit?” is related to the imitability of the 
innovation and how tightly held the complementary assets 
are. (e.g., Teece)

> If innovator won’t profit, incentives must be adjusted.
Henderson‐Clark Architectural  Innovation  Model (1990)

> It’s not that firms don’t want to traverse the radical 
innovation “gap,” it’s that they don’t know how to. 
(Competences are built up, and can be destroyed, 
in multiple dimensions of product knowledge)

> Radical innovations initially appeal to non-core 
market base

Abernathy‐Utterback Product & Process  Innovation  (1976, 1994)

> Different innovation factors become critical at 
different points in the maturity of a sector. 
(Abernathy and Utterback)

> Different organizational environments suit different 
product phases (fluid, transitional, specific). 

> Healthy markets exhibit cycle of creative destruction

> Market Structure: Monopsony-Oligopoly => Transactions 
only occur when buyer wants to buy (discrete and specific)

> Product Complexity:  
• Each subsystem is itself a complex system
• Many disciplines, many organizations involved
• Multiple different levels of maturity simultaneously

> Nature of Space Acquisition:
• Harsh remote environment (Survivability, serviceability)
• Expensive public good (Accountability, failures public)
• Strategic asset (security, sensitive (e.g., ITAR), Reduced 

communication across boundaries)
• Risk Aversion

Space Sector Attributes

C1

C2

C3

C4

C5

Monopsony markets enforce a top-down acquisition process. 
Need to balance funding for within-project and exploratory 
technology development

When representing the needs of a disaggregated buyer, the 
extent to which to prioritize knowledge types

When integrating fragmented sell-side knowledge from the 
top-down, need to maintained certain amount of in-house 
technical expertise.

The extent to which to isolation of exploratory technology 
development from project application

Given the politicization and public visibility of space activities, 
how to balance accountability and the need for 
experimentation

Unique market structure of 
space industry lacks natural 

dynamic of “creative 
destruction.”  If radical 

change is to happen, 
requires government 

patronage. 
(Peck and Scherer, 1962; Sherwin 

and Isenson, 1967; Adams and 
Adams, 1972) 

Motivation (2): Evolution of NASA Tech Dev. Strategy
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While there is general recognition of a need for both “basic cross-cutting” R&T and “applied” 
R&D efforts, there is little consensus on what the “right” balance is. Despite extensive 

experimentation, fundamental lack of understanding of innovation process in the space context. 
Without understanding, tradeoff cannot be resolved.

?

Research Design
Concept Development
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Space Sector  Market Structure

> Innovation happens most efficiently when the innovator 
profits from his effort.

> “Who will profit?” is related to the imitability of the 
innovation and how tightly held the complementary assets 
are. (e.g., Teece)

> If innovator won’t profit, incentives must be adjusted.
Henderson‐Clark Architectural  Innovation  Model (1990)

> It’s not that firms don’t want to traverse the radical 
innovation “gap,” it’s that they don’t know how to. 
(Competences are built up, and can be destroyed, 
in multiple dimensions of product knowledge)

> Radical innovations initially appeal to non-core 
market base

Abernathy‐Utterback Product & Process  Innovation  (1976,  1994)

> Different innovation factors become critical at 
different points in the maturity of a sector. 
(Abernathy and Utterback)

> Different organizational environments suit different 
product phases (fluid, transitional, specific). 

> Healthy markets exhibit cycle of creative destruction

> Market Structure: Monopsony-Oligopoly => Transactions 
only occur when buyer wants to buy (discrete and specific)

> Product Complexity:  
• Each subsystem is itself a complex system
• Many disciplines, many organizations involved
• Multiple different levels of maturity simultaneously

> Nature of Space Acquisition:
• Harsh remote environment (Survivability, serviceability)
• Expensive public good (Accountability, failures public)
• Strategic asset (security, sensitive (e.g., ITAR), Reduced 

communication across boundaries)
• Risk Aversion
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Selection of key parameters
Abstraction of 

Formal Structure

(notional) Process tracing: 
Within-case and cross-
case comparison Data Sources

• Agency records
• Procedural 
documents
• Participant 
Interviews
• Published 

reports, papers, 
contracts

Cases selected based on variability in terms of key parameters

Goal: Explanation and 
Theory refinement

• Currently: 
– Finalizing case selection 

– Beginning data collection

• Expect to complete process tracing by summer 2010
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Research Status

Potential Contributions

• New Understanding
– Conceptualization of space agencies as innovation systems

– Representation of formal institutional structure

– Causal explanation of a selection of innovation pathways

• Practical
– Basis for institutionalizing the pathways (that work).

– Insights in the tradeoff between basic and applied R&D in 
government monopsonies.
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